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Exhibition Checklist
SCULPTURES

Ichthyological Dirigible, 1996
Wood, canvas construction
w/ acrylic
30" x 20" x 36"
$1000
Archaic Amphibia Reptilia, 1989
Carved wood, wood construction
with canvas, acrylic
36" x 48" x 48"
$2000
Archaic Rhinoceros, 1987
Carved wood, wood construction
with canvas, acrylic
36" x 48" x 48"
$2000

Bovine Model, 1987
Carved bass wood, acrylic paint
18" x 12" x 18"
$1000
Alchemic Terraplane, 1987
Wood/canvas construction
96" x 36" x 48"
$2000
Ichthyological Model, 1986
Carved bass wood & canvas,
acry lic paint
18"x 12"x 18"
$1000

Studio Muse, 1986
Wood construction, acrylic paint
18" x 25" x 12"
$1000
Visionary Machine, 1984
Wood construction
24" x 24' x 60"
$1500
Diploma Dispenser, 1984
Wood construction
18" x 26" x 6"
$500
Diplomas, 1984
Three color woodcut
12" x 16"
$25 (each)

PAINTINGS
Ichthyophagous Painting, 1987
Acrylic on canvas & collage
24" x 12"
$500
The Alchemic Portrait, 1987
Acry lic on canvas
24" x 12"
$500
Alchemic Anatomy Chart, 1986
Acrylic on canvas & vinyl
36" x 48 "
$750

The Alchemic Emporium,
1982-84
Wood construction with collage
54" x 54" x 84"
$3000
The Alchemist, 1983
Wood/canvas construction, acrylic
paint
36" x 36" x 54"
$1500
Alchemic Calliope, 1976
Wood construction
30" x 18" x 5"
$2000

Archaic Amphibia Reptilia

Mystical Syzygial Chart, 1985
Acrylic on canvas
72" x 36"

$1500

Alchemical Paraphernalia Chart,
1983
Acry lic on canvas
72" x 36"

$1500
Neogeomorphology Chart, 1983
Acrylic on canvas
72" x 36"

$1500

Uccello's Reptilia Chart, 1983
Acry lic on canvas
72" x 36"

$1500
Alchemic Mechanical Chart,
1983
Acrylic on canvas
72" x 36"

Ichthyology Chart, 1982
Acry lic on canvas
72" x 36"

$1500

$1500

THE ALCHEMIC EMPORIUM
For ages, the artist has incorporated the role of both scientist and
the visual
to define the natural and
l1a,cuu:u world. To see Leonardo as only an
would be to
misread the man and his work. Whether
ecclesiastic or
it
his art was as much scientific as
is
to comprehend a
and a
And, the use of art to articulate their
IJVcHU'V.
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Emporium is a work that U'''vH'U'C>
the surface, this
are many common historic
looked for
answers to its
where today we
to technology. Computer graphics are simply the
maturation of the illuminated manuscript of a millennium past. Both
hold crucial knowledge and truths for their
The symbols
but the need for visual as well as
language to translate
nr"'''Plr-\IP ideas is
J

The
is a
medicine show, museum of the occult and
working laboratory
alchemist (myself)
his apprentices
With kinetic machinery, charts,
diagrams,
dioramas, display cases and
this environment
and aesthetic
I
new "truths" to my private
have not represented
formal
are pseudo. I do not want the explorer
preoccupied with Judaic-Christian lCC1n02f<lPt1IY
information. In lieu, I consciously
conundrums. The fJ',uu.,-,u
sculptural forms allude to sacred or highly analytical
sense. Visual
ultimately
very little in a
used
to
an illusion
what we really want
to
what in truth, may not be. The symbols and
but like a
paraphernalia of the
makes one search for a logical answer.
art, the Emporium is a symbolic self portrait. I
seemingly contrary parts of my being: the
and the artist who
to
investigation, not meant to
sound.
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will discuss his
his constructions
and open to
Wednesday, Nov. 20th, 7:00 pm;
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Gallery of Art is a
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by a grant
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